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Abstract: We report on femtosecond nanosurgery of fluorescently labeled
structures in cells with a spatially superresolved laser beam. The focal
spot width is reduced using phase filtering applied with a programmable
phase modulator. A comprehensive statistical analysis of the resulting cuts
demonstrates an achievable average resolution enhancement of 30 %.
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1.

Introduction

Multiphoton fluorescence microscopy based on femtosecond laser scanning [1, 2] is a powerful
technique for three dimensional optical sectioning in life sciences. The method is based on the
simultaneous absorption of two or three photons in the focal volume of a high NA microscope
objective. The same setup is suited for nanodissection of living cells and subcellular structures
[3–6]. This destructive manipulation occurs if the energy per pulse exceeds a certain threshold
and induces nonlinear multiphoton absorption and avalanche ionization. In the case of MHz
repetition rate laser systems, as used in this work, the free electrons generate a low-density
plasma in the focal region inducing photochemical effects (e.g. bond breaking of biomolecules).
Accumulation over many pulses leads to dissection of biological material. In this regime, no
significant heat or mechanical energy transfer to surrounding regions occurs [7, 8]. A very
small lateral extend of the modified focal volume is required to minimize collateral damage in
the vicinity of the laser focus and to improve long-term cell viability. In addition, very precise
dissection allows for the manipulation of single-cell organelles.
By using high NA microscope objectives and laser pulse energies close to the ablation threshold, the lateral extend of the modified material is limited to less than 1 µm [3,7]. This diffractionlimited resolution can be further improved by techniques generally referred to as superresolution [9]. Superresolution is achieved by controlling the phase and/or amplitude of the laser
beam and has shown considerable impact for many applications such as confocal scanning microscopy [10–12] or optical data storage [13–15]. In this case, a diffractive filter is placed at the
exit pupil of an optical system, as depicted in figure 1.

laser beam

filter mask

focusing lens

superresolved PSF

Fig. 1. Beam propagation through filter and focusing lens.

In the first approaches, these filters were realized by obstruction of light in concentric annular
zones [13]. Later, attention was shifted to the design of phase-only pupil filters [16–20] due to
their better transmittance. These phase filters have been based on two or more annular zones
with a mutual phase difference of π radians. The spot size reduction is typically accompanied by
an extended depth of focus [17, 20]. These phase-only filters can be implemented dynamically
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in optical instruments by use of a phase-controlling device such as a deformable mirror or a
Spatial Light Modulator (SLM). In addition, it is possible to produce these phase masks as
static phase filters in glass [15, 19].
The improvement achieved in spot size was on the order of 30 %. However, to the best of our
knowledge, this technique has so far not been investigated with respect to the nanosurgery of
cells, which we demonstrate here for the first time.
2.

Design of diffractive superresolution filter

We are working with phase-only filters consisting of three annular zones with a phase difference
of π radians between adjacent zones, as displayed in figure 2a. The filter is defined by the radii
ra normalized to the maximum aperture and rb with 0 ≤ ra ≤ rb ≤ 1 and Δr = rb − ra which is
then reimaged onto the exit pupil of the microscope objective.
The performance of any superresolution filter is typically described by the point spread function (PSF) in the focal plane. We define a normalized spot size G as the radius at which the
central peak intensity of a superresolved PSF falls down to the first zero divided by the corresponding radius of the unshaped Airy disk pattern; furthermore, a Strehl ratio S as the central
intensity of a superresolved PSF divided by that of the unshaped Airy disk pattern; and finally a
normalized side lobe quantifier M as the intensity of the highest side lobe divided by the central
intensity of the PSF [9]. Figure 2b illustrates the definition of the three figures for a typical
superresolved PSF. Lower G, higher S, and lower M values are favorable for high resolution
performance.
(a)

(b)

π

rb

ra

normalized
side-lobe
intensity M

Fig. 2. (a) Definition of phase filter radii. (b) Example point spread function of an unmodified beam and of a superresolved beam.

Figure 3a shows the calculated PSF for increasing Δr; the extracted performance factors are
pictured in figure 3b. The normalized spot size (G) as well as the Strehl ratio (S) decrease almost
linearly, however, the Strehl ratio decreases at a faster rate. For example at Δr = 0.3 the spot
size decreases to 50 %, however at the cost of a Strehl ratio of 0.14 and a side lobe intensity of
0.55. For Δr increasing from 0 to 0.3 the depth of focus is increasing by 40%.
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Fig. 3. Left: Evolution of the point spread function with increasing phase ring width Δr for
ra = 0.16. Right: Corresponding superresolution performance factors.

3.

Experimental setup

The laser system is a home-built femtosecond Yb:KYW laser oscillator operating at 1030 nm
with a repetition rate of 44 MHz and up to 10 nJ of pulse energy at 240 fs pulse duration. The
experimental setup is shown in figure 4.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for generation of superresolved beams and subsequent use in
nanosurgery of biological probes.

The phase filter is integrated into the beam by a reflective SLM, here a liquid-crystal phase
modulator (Hamamatsu PPM, model X8267-15). The SLM consists of an array of 768 × 768
pixels with a pixel size of ≈ 26 µm, addressed via computer control. The incident power can be
varied by a λ /2-plate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS); the beam is expanded to a Gaussian
radius of 8 mm so that the 20 mm × 20 mm aperture of the SLM is almost filled. The SLM is
inserted under a small angle, and the shaped laser beam is demagnified by a second telescope
to match the aperture of the final microscope objective.
We measured the superresolution performance figures in the focal plane of a 500 mm lens
using a CMOS Camera (Sumix SMX150). Figure 5 demonstrates a typical superresolved PSF
measured with the camera (graph (a) and (b)) in comparison with the corresponding simulated
superresolved PSF (c). The superresolved imaged beam reveals a small deviation from circular
symmetry due to a residual beam ellipticity of 20%. This originates directly from the laser
output which reveals the same ellipticity. The evaluation of the Strehl ratio S and the width G
is performed along the center of the beam in x-direction.
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Fig. 5. Normalized camera images in the focal plane of a 500 mm lens showing an Gaussian
beam (a) and a superresolved beam (b) with a phase ring width of Δr = 0.2. (c) Calculated
superresolved beam with the same parameters as (b).

The resulting graphs for peak intensity (Strehl ratio S) and the spot width (G) over the phase
ring width are displayed in figure 6. The blue lines are from a linear fit. For 20 % reduction in
spot size the peak intensity decreases by 40 % (Δr = 0.1, ra = 0.16), and for 30 % reduction the
intensity decreases by 60 % (Δr = 0.16, ra = 0.16). These dependencies match the theoretical
calculations from figure 6b very well.

Fig. 6. Reduction in spot width (G) over phase radius Δr (a) and Strehl ratio (S) over phase
radius Δr (b) for ra = 0.16. The dashed blue lines show the linear regression.

4.

Nanosurgery of cells

The implication of superresolved beams on the width of femtosecond laser-based nanosurgery
of cells was analyzed using line cuts in labeled bovine bovine capillary endothelial cells. These
cells were cultivated in RPMI 1640 medium (Roswell Park Memorial Institute) supplemented
with 10% FCS (fetal calf serum) and the antibiotics penicillin, streptomycin, and partricin at
37o C and 5% CO2 humidified atmosphere. For nanosurgery experiments, cells were fixed in
4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma Aldrich) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 20 minutes and
nuclear DNA was stained with Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) for 10 minutes.
The sample was mounted on a piezo controlled scanning unit based on a 3D piezo actor
(TRITOR 100, Piezo Jena) placed in an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert S100) as depicted
in figure 4. Cell nanodissection was done by moving the probe with respect to the fixed laser
focus at a moving speed of 100 µm/s. The laser was focused into the cells using a water immersion IR optimized 0.8 NA microscope objective (Zeiss Achroplan IR 40x/0.8W). The cells were
tagged with fluorescence molecules to analyze the resulting structures in a multiphoton fluorescence microscope with a 100x/1.3 NA objective. The magnification of the cutting objective has
been chosen 2.5 times smaller than for microscopy to obtain clear measures of the cell cutting
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widths. Depending on the incident laser power, the fluorescence markers are photobleached or
completely destroyed due to material ablation with a threshold about 20 % higher for ablation
than for bleaching. From the amount of fluorescence signal only, one could not discriminate
between the two processes, but from [6] it is well known that the ablation threshold is reached
for cutting widths corresponding to the focal spot size. To ensure true material cutting, the processing power was varied from 5.2 nJ well above the ablation threshold down towards 0.7 nJ
with expected decreasing dissection width [6, 8].
In total, 105 cell cuts were done and analyzed both with an unmodified laser beam acting
as the reference and with different superresolution filter functions; results with the same peak
intensity taking the reduced Strehl ratio into account were compared. Examples are displayed
in figure 7.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7. Examples of line cuts in cells with an unshaped laser beam (a-b) and a superresolved
laser beam (c-d) at Δr = 0.16. The images a-d were obtained using a scanning multiphoton
fluorescence microscope with a 100x/1.3 NA objective. The corresponding line widths are
derived as (a,1.) 1.09 ± 0.18 µm at 1.1 nJ, (a,2.) 1.09 ± 0.33 µm at 1.1 nJ, (b) 0.87 ± 0.22 µm
at 1.1 nJ, (c) 0.76 ± 0.25 µm at 4.5 nJ. (d,1.) 0.86 ± 0.15 µm at 4.3 nJ. (d,2.) 1.07 ± 0.30 µm
at 4.3 nJ.

The modified cell structure was analyzed over the whole length by a Matlab script resulting in the width of the incision and a standard deviation. Since the fluorescence signal in the
cell nuclei is not homogeneous, care was taken to analyze only the width of missing fluorescence signal due to removed material instead of missing signal due to natural inhomogeneities.
Therefore each pixel line perpendicular to the cut direction was examined whether it contains
suitable data for extraction of a width value at half maximum. In each line the intensity dip at
the cut position was detected as a minimum between two adjacent local maxima and numbers
have only been evaluated for sufficient contrast between the minimum and the maxima. The
resulting data is plotted in figure 8. Three different cases are displayed: cell cuts with no superresolved beam, cuts with phase rings of width Δr = 0.1, and with Δr = 0.16. Since material
processing is determined only by the maximum intensity of the central peak, the pulse energy
axis includes the Strehl ratio of the PSF, which enables a direct comparison of the data resulting from unmodified and superresolved beams. The intensity of the side-lobes is well below
the threshold for photo damage with no influence on the cutting width considering their relative
intensity (M) of 7 % at Δr = 0.16 and the high nonlinearity of the process [7].
The smallest measured cutting widths are comparable to the spot diameter of the unshaped
focal spot size (0.78 µm) [21] indicating that true material ablation occurred over the whole
intensity range [6].
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Fig. 8. Results of the statistical analysis of 105 cell cuts, divided into three sections: cell
cuts with the reference beam (blue dashed line), cuts with Δr = 0.10 (green solid line),
and with Δr = 0.16 (red solid line). The error bars represent the standard deviation of the
analyzed width data. The pulse energy of the superresolved beams is normalized to the
unshaped Strehl ratio.

A clear tendency between pulse energy and cutting width was visible. For decreasing energies, the resulting width decreased until a removal of material could not be clearly stated.
This dependency could be identified for unmodified and for superresolved beams with the main
difference that the medium width was considerably smaller over the whole range for superresolved beams. This reduction between the unmodified beam and the best superresolved beam
(Δr = 0.16, red) was about 30 %, which matched the measured spot width reduction (figure 5a)
almost exactly.
5.

Conclusion

We demonstrated for the first time the nanosurgery of cells with superresolved beams. The
employed phase masks are based on three annular zones. The resulting incision width was
decreased by 30 % compared to an unmodified laser beam. Static phase masks allow for the
same performance at considerably lower cost and dynamic phase masks, as implemented here,
can be used to tune the spot width dynamically.
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